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S
ince its experimental isolation,1 gra-
phene has attracted a great deal of
attention as exemplified by the vast

amount of work that predicted outstanding
electronic properties in its two- and one-
dimensional sheet and nanoribbon config-
urations.2�5 Comprehensive reviews related
to the electronic properties of graphene
and graphene nanoribbons can be found

in refs 6 and 7. In this context, theoretical and

experimental research has contributed to es-

tablishing the expectations of graphene-based

devices, and applications have been proposed

as a potential replacement technology for

silicon-based integrated nanoelectronic de-

vices.8 This includes the fabrication of trans-
parent electrodes and electron collectors in

solar cells,9 an all-graphene semiconductor�
metal�semiconductor junction,10 and as a

wide range of electronic, magnetic, and

mechanical sensors,11 among others.

While 2D graphene is a zero-gap semi-
conductor, the electronic properties of gra-
phene nanoribbons (GNRs) are strongly
influenced by their geometry and, in partic-
ular, by the shape of their edges.4,5 In order
for monolayer and few-layer graphene to
realize their predicted potential in elec-
tronic device applications, it is imperative
to control material variables such as the edge

geometry and the number of layers. Recent

reports have discussed experimental meth-

ods for reshaping the edges at the atomic

scale, either by electron irradiation12,13 or by

Joule heating.14 While controlling the edge

geometry is clearly important for tailoring the

electronic properties of graphene, other ef-
fects suchas the stackingof the layers15,16 and

loop edge formation17,18 could substantially

modify the electronic properties. The meth-

ods used to post-process graphene andGNRs

with roughedgesoften result in the formation
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ABSTRACT High-resolution transmission electron microscopy stud-

ies show the dynamics of small graphene platelets on larger graphene

layers. The platelets move nearly freely to eventually lock in at well-

defined positions close to the edges of the larger underlying graphene

sheet. While such movement is driven by a shallow potential energy

surface described by an interplane interaction, the lock-in position

occurs via edge�edge interactions of the platelet and the graphene

surface located underneath. Here, we quantitatively study this behavior

using van der Waals density functional calculations. Local interactions

at the open edges are found to dictate stacking configurations that are

different from Bernal (AB) stacking. These stacking configurations are

known to be otherwise absent in edge-free two-dimensional graphene. The results explain the experimentally observed platelet dynamics and provide a

detailed account of the new electronic properties of these combined systems.
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of unusual morphologies, such as small graphene
platelets (as observed here) which “float” on other
underlying graphene layers, similar to a puck floating
on an air hockey table. It is noteworthy that the
dynamics of such platelets constitute an unusual phe-
nomenon since layer�layer interaction, which scales
as the overlapping surface area, precludes the relative
movement of the structure outside of their minimum
energy position (i.e., AB stacking).
It has been shown that the stacking of graphene not

only can assist in tailoring the electronic properties of
graphene15,16 but it also modifies the binding interac-
tions between carbon atoms. Experimental high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
and STM observations on graphene and GNR systems
have demonstrated the presence of small graphene
flakes that move nearly freely over larger graphene
layers consisting of either large graphene patches or
wide graphene nanoribbons.19 While there is still
a debate on whether these structures are indeed
single-layered platelets or edgeless collapsed closed
nanostructures,20 in this work, we only consider the
former nanostructures and the effect of edges on the
interaction between stacked graphene platelets and
larger subsurface sheets/plates. Figure 1a,b shows a
small platelet of ca. 5 nm2 thatmoves on top of a larger
graphene plate. This small platelet is found to move
along the edge of the base platelet and appears to
become locked into positions where the platelet max-
imizes the edge overlap with the larger host plate
located underneath.
In order to survey both the surface potential experi-

enced by a graphene platelet while moving on top of a
larger graphene sheet and the interaction potential
between their edges, we constructed a molecular
model consisting of a narrow GNR laying over a wider
GNR, as illustrated in Figure 1c. The narrow GNR is then
shifted along the x and y directions (as indicated in
Figure 1d) to survey the variations in the electrostatic
potential experienced by the narrow GNR when dis-
placed on top of the underlying wider GNR. Since the
employed model should represent a system in which
the platelet size can vary, we used a GNR that is wide
enough to remove all interactions between their own
edges, thereby providing a faithful representation of
the edge�edge interaction established between dis-
tinct graphene platelets and sheets, as shown in
Figure 1a,b. It is also important to consider that the
edges of zigzag nanoribbons are known to be stabi-
lized following reconstruction into what the literature
refers to as reczag edges (or 5-7 reczag), in which two
edge hexagons transform into a heptagon/pentagon
pair by a single bond rotation.13,21 Our choice for
zigzag (5-7 reczag) GNRs is 20z(rz) GNR (ca. 42 Å width)
for the base and correspondingly 12z(rz) GNR (ca. 25 Å)
for the platelet, while a 35aGNR (ca. 43 Å) base with a
21 aGNR (ca. 25 Å) platelet was chosen for the armchair

case for comparison. Given the symmetry of the sys-
tem, the platelet GNR needs only to bemoved from the
edge to the center of the underlying GNR in the x

(transverse) direction, while only one-half of the unit
cell needs to be surveyed in the y (periodic) direction.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we studied the stacking interactions of a zigzag
edged graphene platelet on top of a GNRwith the same
edge geometry. In Figure 2a, we show the potential
energymapas the zigzagedgedplateletmoves over the
zigzag GNR. This energy map resembles the potential
energy surface of a perfect graphene double layer (see
Supporting Information, Figure S1), with the exception
of the region where the edges are close to each other.
The ground state (global minimum) and other local
energy minima are marked by the letters A�G in
Figure 2a. Unexpectedly, these metastable positions
do not correspond to either AA or AB stacking but are
positioned slightly off the AB stacking positionby0.25Å.
Figure 2b shows the potential profile across the lines
located at y = 0.25 and y = 1.00 Å, which provides
another way to examine these stable and metastable
positions. While the ground state is located at E, the local
minima at positions B, C, D, F, andGare nearly degenerate
with E, having energy differences smaller than meV, i.e.,
below the trusted accuracy of DFT. By subtracting the
basal van der Waals interaction from the potential profile
using graphene's potential energy profile (see Figures S1
and 2c), thereby highlighting the effect of edge�edge
interactions, we observe that when edges are located
beyond the first 2.5 Å, the bilayer graphene stacking
potential dominates the interaction between the platelet

Figure 1. (a,b) High-resolution transmission electronmicro-
graphs of a graphene platelet (indicated by arrows) that
moves along the edge of a larger graphene surface. (c,d)
Ball-and-stick representation of themodel used to calculate
the edge�edge interactions of stacked graphene platelets.
(c) Top graphene nanoribbon (gray) is displaced on top of a
wider nanoribbon (black). (d) Displacement on x and y axes
is measured relative to a perfect edge overlap, indicated by
the arrow.
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and the wider ribbon, and the deviations from the
graphene van der Waals interaction are smaller than
0.05 eV per edge atom (2 meV/atom).
It is observed from the potential map shown in

Figure 2c that the total potential is the sum of two
competing interactions: one is the van der Waals inter-
action,which scales linearlywith theoverlapping area or
number of atoms and favors AB stacking, while the
second interaction occurs when the platelet is located
closer to the edge of the underlying graphene layer, and
it favors AA stacking. The diffusion of a graphene
platelet when it is far from the base edge is hence
dominated by the 2D graphene bilayer interaction, with
an energy barrier of about 39 meV per platelet edge
atom (1.7 meV/atom). When the distance between the
edges is shorter than 2.5 Å, interactions between the
localized edge states increase and create differences in
total energy close to 0.18 eV. This, in turn, modifies the
diffusion barrier near the edges and creates a meta-
stable state in position A (Figure 2a,b,d) with an energy
barrier of 96 meV per edge atom that traps the platelet
at ca. 1.05 Å away from the base layer edge. Notice that
the stacking configurationswhere the edges are aligned
(x = 0.0 Å) are all unfavorable, and that the least
favorable position is the AA stacking closest to the edge
alignment. The final stable andmetastable positions are
therefore a trade-off between these two interactions.
Turning to the pentagon�heptagon reconstructed

edges on zigzag graphene nanoribbons (rzGNR), we

observed two different cases for AA stacking, with
either aligned (AA) or opposing (AA*) pentagons and
heptagons. The potential energy map shown in Figure
3a indicates that the overlapping edges with AA*
stacking display the most unfavorable configuration.
We can also observe the presence of several near-
degenerate local minima, which are examined in detail
in the energy profiles of Figure 3b. The metastable
positions located at C, D, E, E*, F, F*, and G (where a
starred position means the platelet is aligned with an
AA* stacking at the edge) have very similar energies,
and the energy barriers to move from one position to
another are even lower than those for the zigzag case,
oscillating between 7.5 and 25meV per edge atom (0.3
to 1 meV/atom). However, the ground state is located
at the Bposition (x= 2.45 Å), which is also slightly offAA
stacking by 0.35 Å, providing an alignment of the edge
atoms, as shown in Figure 3d. There is another meta-
stable position located at the A* point, which has an
asymmetric barrier of 30/7 meV per edge atom (1.25/0.3
meV/atom), making it less probable to be populated.
Figure 3c shows the interaction potential after sub-

tracting the basal interlayer van der Waals interaction, as
was done for the zigzag system. We observed that while
the movement of the smaller plate is still largely dom-
inatedby thebasal vanderWaals interactionwhen it is far
from the base edge, the reconstruction of the platelet
edge modifies the interaction. In this case, we indeed
observe that an armchair edge moves on top of a zigzag

Figure 2. (a) Potential energy profile for a zigzag graphene nanoribbonmoving on top of a wider graphene nanoribbon. The
displacements are relative to a perfect AA stacking on the edge atoms and span 4 unit cells along the periodic direction y and
8.4 Å in the perpendicular x direction. (b) Potential line profile across y = 0.25 Å and y = 1.00 Å positions for stacked zigzag
GNRs, which include the stable and metastable energy minima. (c) Potential energy profile for stacked two-dimensional
bilayer graphene after the basal plane van der Waals interaction between these layers has been subtracted. (d) Ball-and-stick
model for the metastable position A.
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oriented surface, as reflected in the more uneven topo-
graphy of the potential energy surface beyond 3.0 Å
when compared to the zigzag case shown in Figure 2c.
We also performed the analysis of the interaction

with the armchair edges. Armchair GNRs show a similar
behavior compared to stacked graphene bilayers
(Figure 4a,b), with stacking energy variations when
the edges of the nanoribbons are closer than 2 Å.
The metastable states exhibit diffusion barriers below
20 meV per edge atom (1 meV/atom), with the excep-
tion of the ground state C, which presents a barrier of
about 45 meV per edge atom in order to move to
neighboring stable states B and D, and a barrier of
20 meV to the mirror-symmetric C state. This state occurs
when the edges of the GNRs are 2.5 Å apart from each
other and very close toAB stacking, as shown in Figure 4b.
The previous findings allow us to clearly identify the

most stable stacking positions of the platelet and the
graphene sheet, in the presence of edge�edge inter-
actions. In order to facilitate comparison with experi-
ments, we have simulated the HRTEM images
corresponding to these positions. Figure 5b,c shows
the simulated HRTEM views of the most stable states
for 5-7 reczag and armchair edges based on our
nanoplatelet model, located at 2.45 and 2.5 Å. For
zigzag edges, we choose the metastable state located
at 1.05 Å from the edge, as illustrated in Figure 5a. It is
observed that, while the platelet edge is easily dis-
cernible in both the reczag and the armchair cases, it is
more difficult to identify for the zigzag case, probably

due to the short edge�edge distance when compared
to the other two cases.
Turning our attention to the electronic properties of

these systems, our calculations demonstrate that arm-
chair edges (Figure 6a) always result in a nonmagnetic
ground state, where the bands are basically a super-
positionof thoseof its components. For 5-7 reconstructed
zigzag edges (Figure 6b,c), the model system shows that,
while thebands aremostly a superpositionof thoseof the
base and the top plate, there is some clear mixing of
states close to the Fermi energy for the minority carriers,
and the totalmagneticmoment is 0.09μB per edge atom.
For zigzag edges (Figure 7a,b), we observed that, for

the energies beyond the(1.5 eV window, energy bands
were essentially a superposition of those of the base and
the plate systems. However, within this energy range, the
bands are affected by the presence of a significant
interaction between the localized edge states in these
zigzag nanoribbons. For the isolated components, elec-
tronic states are localized around the zigzag edges on the
base (edges R,γ) and the platelet (β,δ). As it can be
observed on the isosurface plot of the wave functions of
these bands (Figure 7c,d), the interaction between these
localized states at the common edge (R,β) results in the
formation of a covalent bond between these, with a
bonding state (Rβ, with a maximum between the edges,
as shown in Figure 7c) and an antibonding state (Rβ*,
with a node between the edges; see Figure 7d). With the
formation of bonding and antibonding states between
edges (R,β), these now share the same spin configuration.

Figure 3. (a) Potential energy profile for a (5,7) reczag graphene nanoribbon moving on top of a wider nanoribbon with the
same edge geometry. The displacements are relative to a perfect AA stacking on the edge atoms, and span 2 unit cells along
the periodic direction y and 8.4 Å in the perpendicular x direction. (b) Potential line profile across y= 5.0, y= 3.75, and y = 2.5 Å
positions for stacked reczag GNRs. (c) Potential energy profile for the same system after the basal plane van der Waals
interactions between these layers has been subtracted. (d) Ball-and-stick model for the stable position B.
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To preserve the antiferromagnetic order expected in
isolated GNRs, edges (γ,δ) nowmust also share their spin
configuration, which results in a total magnetic moment
of 0.75 μB per edge atom.
In order to understand the dynamics of the diffusion

and to determine the associated length and time scales,
we estimated themobility of a graphene flakemovingon
top of a larger graphene layer by using the adiabatic
trajectory method, in which the platelet diffuses on the
surface with small hops between neighboring energy
minima.22 The model for the thermal diffusion of an
adatom on a crystal surface is used, where a rigid
graphene platelet will be themoving object. Wewill start
with a graphene platelet with only armchair and zigzag
edges, where all edges are far from the base layer edges
(i.e., over 2.5 Å), such that all surface dynamics are
dominated by van der Waals interactions.
By thermal excitation, the graphene platelet can

gain enough energy to overcome the energy barrier

(EB) and hop to a neighboring stable state. Assuming
a random walk model, the mean square displacement
after time t is L = a(νt)1/2, where ν is the hopping
frequency, a is the hopping distance, and t is the
elapsed time. According to the Arrhenius law, the
hopping frequency is expressed as ν = ν0 exp(�EB/
kBT), where ν0 is the vibrational frequency of the
adatom at the absorption site, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the temperature, and the hopping
time is τ = 1/ν = τ0 exp(EB/kBT), with τ0 = 1/ν0. From
this, we can find an expression for the diffusion time
in terms of the energy barrier and the diffusion length
t = (L2/a2)τ0 exp(EB/kBT). The diffusion coefficient D is
defined asD= a2/zτ= 1/3a2ν0 exp(EB/kBT), where z= 3
is the number of nearest neighbors of the honeycomb
lattice.
The rigid graphene platelet vibrational frequency can

be calculated from the electrostatic potential profile as
ν0 = 1/2π(k/m)1/2, where k = �dF/dx = d2E/dx2.

Figure 4. Electrostatic potential profile for an armchair graphene nanoribbon moving on top of a wider graphene
nanoribbon. The displacements are relative to a perfect AA stacking on the edge atoms and span 1 unit cell along the
periodic direction y and8.4Å in the perpendicular xdirection. Thebottom image shows the electrostatic profile after the basal
van der Waals interaction for stacked graphene has been subtracted.

Figure 5. High-resolution electronmicroscopy simulation of the stable andmetastable structures foundwithin this study. (a)
Metastable zigzag nanoribbon edges. (b) Simulation for the (5,7) reczag case. (c) Simulation of the armchair stacked ribbons.
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Given that both E and m have a linear dependency
on the number of atoms in the system, ν0 has a

constant value of ν0 = 6.018 � 1011 Hz, as calculated
from the potential shown in Figure S1 of the Support-
ing Information.We can also see that the energy barrier
EB scales with the surface area of the platelet, and
hence, it also has a linear dependence with the system
size. The plot shown in Figure 8 depicts the excursion
time as a function of temperature for selected excur-
sion lengths and platelet sizes. The plot confirms that
the computed time scales for a platelet to move across
the graphene basal plane are well within the range of
time-resolved HRTEM imaging.
While the model used here implies that graphene

nanoplatelets diffuseonly by rigid translations preserving
AB stacking, recent experimental observations have
found that diffusion can also occur through a different
pathway that includes the rotation of the graphene

Figure 6. Comparison of the electronic band structures for the stacked graphene bilayer at the edge-locking positions for
armchair and 5-7 reczag edges. (a) Armchair GNR always develops a paramagnetic ground state, and the bands are mostly a
superposition of the components. (b) Majority and (c) minority carriers band structure for 5-7 reczag GNRs, which shows a
weakly spin-polarized ground state with a slight mixing of the states of the component ribbons when combined.

Figure 7. (a,b) Band structure of stacked zigzag graphene
nanoribbons at their metastable position A shown in
Figure 2a. The arrows point to the bands resulting from
the mixing of the edge states of the base and the platelet
into a bonding (c) and an antibonding (d) state. (c,d)
Isosurfaces of the wavefunctions have been plotted at
values = (0.05 Å�3/2.

Figure 8. Temperature dependence of the excursion times
for graphene platelets of different sizes and for different
excursion lengths. The shaded area represents the time
scales that could be experimentally relevant for observation
under the electron microscope.
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platelets into noncommensurate stacking configurations
with relative orientation angles different from multiples
of 60�.19 This rotation causes the translational potential
energy landscape to flatten16 and hence allows for a
very fast diffusion even at low temperatures, corre-
sponding to a superlubric state.19 Previous DFT-based
studies using the local density approximation (LDA)
found the rotational barrier to be on the order of 4meV
per atom.23 Since LDA is known to overestimate bind-
ing energies, we can assume this to be anupper bound.
In this case, a nanoplatelet of similar size to that of
Figure 1 should require an excitation energy on the
order of 0.9 eV to enter into this superlubric state,
which is beyond thermal excitation energies, but well
within the range of excitations caused by the 200 keV
electron beam in HRTEM observations. This analysis
lends further support to the interpretation of a hockey-
puck-type platelet motion on a quasi-frictionless “iced
surface”. While a puck moves because it receives
energy from a hockey stick, these platelets move
because both thermal energy and electronic excita-
tions caused by the electron beam result in lattice
vibrations that give the platelet enough energy to hop
across potential barriers.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that graphene platelets
moving over larger graphene layers will diffuse similar

to 2D graphene until diffusion brings the edges of
neighboring layers closer than 3.0 Å. At this point, the
interaction between the edges will create both stable
and metastable states that lock the platelet to a fixed
distance of the base plate edge and away from the
most stable AB stacking. This distance is ca. 1 Å for
zigzag edges and ca. 2.5 Å for both the armchair and
the 5-7 reconstructed zigzag edges. As the platelet
grows in size, it is expected that van der Waals
interactions will overcome the interaction between
the edges and full AB stacking will be reached.
Analysis of the electronic structure shows that, in
the case of zigzag edges, the strong localization of
the edge states coupled with the close distance
results in the formation of bonding and antibonding
states. This result indicates that the stacking inter-
actions of small graphene platelets could cause
important modifications in the local environment
of larger graphene plates, thus causing unexpect-
ed behaviors such as the limiting of the epitaxial
growth of a platelet or arresting the reconstruction
of an edge during combined Joule heating and
electron irradiation experiments. Measurements of
the shifts in position at stacked graphene layers, in
combination with surface diffraction techniques,
could make it possible to discern whether or not
the observed stacked graphene has zigzag or 5-7
reczag edges.

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
In order to accurately describe the interactions between

stacking graphene layers, calculations were performed using
the revision 367 (trunk-367) of the development version of the
SIESTA code,24 which incorporates the van derWaals exchange-
correlation functional of Dion et al.25 as implemented by
Roman-Perez and Soler.26 A double-ζ numerical pseudoatomic
orbital basis set with polarization orbitals, a real-space mesh for
the electrostatic potential integration equivalent to a plane wave
energy cutoff of 250 Ry, and a gammapoint centeredMonkhorst-
Pack sampling lattice with 8 k-points along the periodic direction
were employed. These conditions were found to yield good
numerical convergence. Electronic structure calculations were
performed using a spin-polarized Hamiltonian. In order to survey
the electrostatic potential in positions out of equilibrium, the
atomic positions were fixed in the xy plane, while atoms were
allowed to relax in the z (normal) direction until the forces are
smaller than 0.04 eV/Å. HRTEM simulations of the relevant
structures were also performed using the SimulaTEM program.27
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